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POETRY

TWO POEMS

co-v NT E R-C L 0

C K WI S ERE A DIN G

FOR

L 0 VE RS

See the stippled, see the stubborn salmon
Mirror-mock the sun with his flashy tail
And battle time and flesh against this rock;
How he by sharp uncompromising rock
Will not be changed. And in his circular jail,
The nervous squirrel squandering that acumen
Tells him where he hid his store . But will not have him stop.
.
Will you say-their logic is logic of hope,
Since the heart has answered in a roomful of crazy clocks
Where a harpsichord was scattering silver spoons
On a concrete floor? Will you quote me tunes
From music boxes and tunes from under fancy clocks
To tell me love is an oval of soap
Slipping smoothly through the fingers
And hope it is that in the bosom lingers?

One day in -Iowa, where I was born,
I walked in sunshine and the key of C
And at a creek I caught a slithery minnow.
And a world _that sparkled in a geode
That I broke caught me, caught me.
What more is there to tell? For now, long since,
It is the weary lo~er .in me speaks,
Having loved and, too, been loved, too little
And too much, too much enamored
Of glittering stones and backward wheels,
-Nor once put down to speak a solemn story
In a sober piece of time.
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For love shall probably fail, improbable lover,
When cotton fuzzes over the boll of your head
And eyes grow blank. from these grey days; for such
As you, who ride the hands of time, caught
Between the sparkling day and the swooning night,
Love shall most probably fail;
Which you shall press, like petals in a book,
Only in faded memory, which is not much.

TIME'S

RHETORIC

Tail in mouth, streamliners whoop
From city to village along the moralizing
Parallels of steel and of these lines;
The gandy dancer's moment shines,
But the sight from the jerky platform is paralyzing:
So fades the rose; thus tulips droop.
The playboy knows their pyrotechnicsHe will always jump at the chance for a chase,
And oaks record with a fat or thin ring,
Nonagenarians find it amazing,
And astronomers, speaking in terms of space
And years of light, explain their tricks.
That turtle we found today on the track,
He had ,no schedule except the one
That played accordion on his back,
But then, bon voyager May there be
Calliopes and elephants and fun
At your circuses, all free.
Go to the attic before you leave.
Behind the form and in the trunk
You will find a letter you must believe.
,
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It will tell you all you need to know
About yourself. Study the junk
There, close the~heavy lid, then go:
Say fair weather time is the very best
Time, spindling the early spring,
, Loitering in autumn, bringing rest
To watches, giving wing to wing
Before snow whitewash l>ud and nest,
And a measure of song for the goldfinch to sing~
But do not answer the night the stars
Broadcast the catchy, fool-proof quiz
Which puzzled Juras.sic megalos,!urs:
Look away far through the foam and fizz,
Then tote this life in hermetic green jars
To the mouldy cellar~which history~is. ' .
WARREN

WIRTZ

to

SYLLOGISM IN SEA MINOR
I met two men in a bmlt one day;the first was old-the other, gray;
the old one was weaving a willowy tree
with -light of the white of the skieswith silver of sea-gull's eyes;
he looked about and looked at me .
and said the limbs were the days ahead
and the willow the cover to cover the dead.
The other was sad, silent and glum
of a sadness that seals a millennium
unworthy the effort when it involved
the sum in a sum that had to be solved;
and his eyes divided the width of the sea
with a part of us all: with a part of the three,
as he measured the black in the black
from the other to me and back.
LILLIAN
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